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In this edition of In a Nutshell: 

CELEBRATORY QUIZ 

RESTORATION FINALE 

MURDER MYSTERY 

COMPOST CONTROL 

YARN BOMBING AT STANDEN 

TRUST ACCOLADE 

WOODS GROUP JOLLY 

AND FINALLY  
 

It’s not what you know… 

…It’s what questions come up.  Last year’s 

winning quiz team picked up the wooden 

spoon this year, proving that there is a 

strong element of luck to Quiz Night.  This 

year there were rounds on the 

Caribbean, World Lakes, Christmas 

NUTS ABOUT STANDEN! 



number 1s, the Gunpowder Plot and much more, all delivered in Keith Roger’s 

inimitable style.  The 70 quizzers who turned out for a fun evening raised nearly 

£400 between them.  So thanks to all who contributed, and Keith and Caroline in 

particular. 

 

It was advertised as FoSE’s 10th 

anniversary quiz night, so Nancy 

Watkins made a super big birthday 

cake, while Carolyn Hibbert, Sally 

Roberson and Jo Grange contributed 

FoSE cup-cakes so that everyone could 

celebrate the event.  There were 10 

candles on the main cake, which were 

blown out by Elaine and Pam after a 

rousing chorus of Happy Birthday to you. 

 

Four and a half years hard graft… 

…are coming to an end.  February sees the official end of the Standen Revival 

Project, and the gardens are now nearly unrecognisable to anyone who has not 

visited since summer 2012.  Before that date, volunteers worked in the main 

garden on alternate Thursdays; then the Restoration group was formed, initially 

with different personnel, but the groups have merged to the point that it’s not 

uncommon to hear someone come in to start work and asking, ‘Is it Restoration 

or Garden Group this week?’  During this period we have seen the arrival – and 

departure – of Jo Gilbaud as Restoration Gardener, the arrival and departure of 

Harry Green as her replacement, and the return of Jo, much to everyone’s 

delight.  Both these gardeners have left their mark in different ways, Harry’s 

possibly as the imprint of his head on one of the struts in the Rosery pergola.  

Other garden staff whose input the project has been able to make full use of 

are Elaine, Henry and Andy, while Fiona Fisher oversaw publicising the start of 

the project.  She was followed by Veryan Wheeler, and currently, Jo Grange is 

most definitely making her mark. 

 



So much has changed it’s sometimes hard to remember what has been achieved.  

The project officially began in October 2012, after six years of careful 

planning, and no doubt a soupçon of wheeler-dealing by James in order to get 

the go-ahead from the Trust.  The first part of the project was probably the 

messiest, with trenches being dug all over the garden to accommodate power 

cables, water pipes and drainage.  All this was carried out during a very wet 

winter, and sometimes there seemed to be as much water on the spade during 

back-filling as there was soil.  Needless to say, this initial work had a negative 

impact on the look of the garden, and there were no doubt some disappointed 

visitors who couldn’t see beyond the mud to the final vision. 

 

Attention then turned to the Drive. There used to be a blog on-line describing 

the approach as ‘a green cathedral’ with trees arching across the drive.  

Brambles and other undesirables had colonised the bed under the rocks and 

tree seedlings growing in the rock face itself completely obscured the side of 

the old medieval quarry.  Both rocks and bed were cleared, and the current 

planting of Silver Birch, bamboo, heathers, hellebores etc. put in and carefully 

mulched.  Cherry trees, under-planted with spring bulbs, went in at the entrance 

to the drive, and the cobbled drainage track was uncovered and reinstated. 

 

Grandfather’s Walk was the next focus, with the old box balls being dug up and 

replanted to mask the leaf mould bins.  New grass was sown, overgrowth from 

the wild flower lawn was cut back and the wall repaired.  Edging was put in and 

12 lime trees were planted on a very snowy March day.  Despite the fact we had 

to bail the holes out before putting the trees in, they survived, although one 

succumbed later to a rogue deer and had to be replaced. 

 

The return of the Tenants’ Garden to the Kitchen Garden team doubled 

Carolyn’s workload.  Established yews were cut back to allow better views and 

new hedges were established.  New beds were double-dug and manured, and 

became productive and orderly in a remarkable short time, smartly edged with 

step-over apple trees.  These are now producing asparagus, rhubarb, pumpkins, 

squashes and root crops, and of course this area is now also graced with 

chickens.  The new Kitchen Garden was formally opened on 8th March 2014. 

 

Whether it was part of the original Restoration Project or just the result of 

Nick’s mania for tulips, this year also saw the first big display of tulips at 

Standen, which was so successful it led to what has now become an established 

annual Tulip Festival. 

 



Next up on James’ plans was the restoration of what for a long time was known 

as the Bamboo Garden, but after continual warfare over a long period, the 

bamboo has finally been brought under control – well done Frank!  The beds 

round the edge were cleared of less interesting and overgrown specimens and 

replanted.  The pampas grass was removed and replaced with iris which would 

have pleased Mrs Beale; the central rose garden was reinstated – twice, thanks 

to the marauding deer – and the two ponds made watertight.  The walls were 

rebuilt; the pergola erected, and a space fit for a Midsummer Festival emerged, 

returning to its old name – The Rosery.  John Craven and team filmed here for 

Countryfile while work was underway. 

 

James wanted to create a winter garden – something Standen had never had - 

and over a period of time, the shelter belt was brought back under control and a 

new path created, taking in two beautifully built view-points overlooking the 

rock-face, East Grinstead and Ashdown Forest.  Winter-flowering bulbs and 

shrubs have been planted alongside the trail, and the whole area adds an extra 

dimension to the gardens.  The Rock-Top Walk, as it has been christened, 

opened officially on 15th October 2015. 

 

The last big project of the restoration is the Quarry Garden.  In order to clear 

the rock faces, the garden team had to learn to abseil, but now much of the 

area has been brought into order, rocks have been cleared to show their beauty 

and more light can get in to the space.  New rocks are already being placed, and 

once work here is complete, and the garden open, it will no doubt become a 

favourite with visitors once again. 

 

Of course, much more has gone on but this has turned into a very long item, so I 

hope those who have worked mainly in the bits I’ve not covered will forgive me.  

Whatever input you’ve had over the last four and a half years, as garden staff 

or volunteer, you can claim a real sense of ownership, a feeling that you, who 

know and love Standen, have made a huge contribution to the garden it has 

become.  We did it James’s way, and Mrs Beale would be proud!  I haven’t put 

any pictures in; instead, I’m going to slightly mis-quote Christopher Wren’s 

epitaph in St Paul’s Cathedral: 

 

‘If you seek a monument, look around.’ 

 

 

 

 

 



Was it Professor Plum in the library? 

This summer, on 29th July 2017, FoSE 

will be hosting its very own Murder 

Mystery Evening.  Moneypenny 

Murder Mystery Productions, with a 

team of four actors, will entertain and 

mystify us, interspersing a three-

course meal with a staged murder and 

plenty of clues to puzzle and engage 

us. 

 

You can find out more about this 

Edenbridge-based company on their website at 

https://www.moneypennyproductions.co.uk/productions/  but they advertise 

their summer programme as follows: 

 

 "Ashes to Ashes" will have you crying over your googlies and weeping  

over your wickets in a match to the death!  It will be a battle for  

survival as the local titans of Sunday League cricket take on the 

‘cucumber munchers’ in a match to the death. 

 

FoSE will take care of the catering, but as usual, you are invited to bring your 

own drinks.  The cost for the evening will be £25 per head, which compares 

favourably to a recent similar event at the Hawth, where they charged £31.  

Tables will be set up as teams of ten, who will confer to try and solve the 

murder.  These can be pre-organised large groups, or people who are happy to 

‘muck in’ to make up a team.  Obviously this is still some way into the future, and 

details haven’t been fully finalised, but please put the date in your diary (and 

organise your holiday round it, of course) as this promises to be an evening 

which goes with a bang. 

 

Soil Sifter Sieve 

Sounds a bit like a tongue-twister, but in fact this 

is FoSE’s latest acquisition for the garden.  We will 

all have seen the huge heap of perfect compost 

produced by the state of the art compost bins, but 

some of it still needs to be sieved before use.  Two 

of our volunteers, after a morning’s exertion, 

pointed out to FoSE how much effort this needed 

https://www.moneypennyproductions.co.uk/productions/


when tackled by hand and the decision was made to buy an electric soil sifter, 

which will take the back-break out of the task. It comes highly recommended, 

and will no doubt have to work hard for its living at Standen. 

 

Other recent purchases include some new wheel barrows  - they do seem to 

come in for a lot of work.  In addition, the materials used to make the nice, cosy 

walled in approach to our stable tea room were also bought with FoSE money.  

So when you are warm and snug this winter but remembering the chills of 

yesteryear, remember, Ben couldn’t have built without FoSE funding. 

 

Bombing with style 

Kaffe Fasset’s tree has excited much 

comment, and is a firm favourite with 

visitors of all ages, but so too is the 

yarn-bombing crocheted by some of our 

more creative volunteers, using wools to 

match the colour scheme of the tree.  

My favourite has to be the crocheted 

chickens – inspired! 

Carolyn wrote of her experience of the 

project as follows:  

When I first found out Kaffe Fassett 

was going to decorate the Winter Tree 

this year and that he might be doing 

some yarn bombing, I was keen to do 

something in the Kitchen Garden to 

enhance and complement his work. 

Aided and abetted by several kitchen 

garden volunteers (some of whom learnt 

to crochet specifically for this project) 

we set about making tree cosies, which 

we wanted to be vibrant, fun and make 

people smile. A couple of us were lucky 

enough to meet Kaffe and were able to 

discuss our ideas and his trademark 

colours. We were told to be 

unpredictable and more gypsy in our use 

of colour! When it was mentioned that 



the signposts and the bench in the courtyard would 

be good items to yarn bomb, it soon became clear 

that we would need a lot more help! 

After an appeal, several volunteers came forward 

to help, and the crocheting began in earnest. We 

made over 300 granny squares, with each square 

taking around half an hour to make. Then there was 

a lot of sewing together to do! The project enabled 

volunteers from both the house and garden to meet 

and work together on a new project and share their 

skills and knowledge. All found the experience very 

enjoyable and look forward to possible future 

opportunities to work together. Everyone has been 

delighted by the positive response 

that the work has received. 

Once the yarn bombing is taken down 

in early January, it will get a good 

wash and then we hope to make a few 

small blankets/throws out of them to 

sell for FOSE funds so watch this 

space! 

 

Perfect Programming  

At the recent National Trust London and South-East Gardens Conference 

Standen gained recognition in the form of an award to Nick Delves for Best 

Programming, in other words, for something which brings visitors to a property 

at a time when numbers would normally be lower.  The Tulip Festival, which 

comes after Easter but before the main holiday season, does just that.  Well 

done Nick.  Standen’s garden, which didn’t fare well in visitor surveys during the 

messier restoration work, is now rated third in the region, a fitting tribute to 

all the hard work.  

 

If you go down in the woods in December… 

….You might find yourself at a BBQ.  Anne Scutt recorded this year’s event for 

the newsletter. 

The Woods Group held their traditional Christmas BBQ on Wednesday 14 

December. We had pumpkin soup (kindly made and provided by Tim), Venison 

sausages (donated by Tony Tilling), Indian nibbles and other yummy food 



brought along by the Volunteers. We worked in the woods as usual in the 

morning then broke off for a jolly lunch. Sausages, burgers etc. were cooked by 

Ben on our rusty, trusty, BBQ (an old oil drum cut in half).  For those with a 

sweet tooth there were plenty of cakes and mince pies for afters. 

We raffled some wooden reindeer, kindly made and donated by John 

Underwood, and a few other presents brought along by volunteers, raising £27 

which was given to FoSE funds.  

We all chipped in to buy a small present for Trudie and Ben, to thank them for 

looking after us so well during the year, and a special present was given to Dinu. 

This was in recognition of all the useful work that Dinu does in the woods.  

We were joined later by the Garden Team so all had a very enjoyable time, and 

in my case went home to lie down after having eaten too much.  

Dinu’s present was a Beanie hat with the famous words, “Do something useful,” 

embroidered on the front, created to remind him that he has never allowed 

Anne to forget the time she foolishly uttered these words to him when he’d 

briefly stopped for a breather. 

 

And finally a New Year’s tongue-twister 

This was apparently recently overheard on the Standen staff radio.  Try saying 

it three times quickly:  

 

Kaffe’s having coffee in the café.  

 

Thanks to Richard Pain for sharing this. 
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